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SHRI JOSEPH MATHEN: Sir, part (a) of 

the question asked the Government to give the 
names of the States where famine conditions 
exist for the last six months. Why is it that the 
name of Kerala State is not included, although 
famine conditions exist in Kerala for the last 
six months? And also why has not that expert 
team been sent to Keraia to enquire into the 
food situation there? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: I want 
categorically to state that there are no famine 
conditions in Kerala. 

SHRI JOSEPH MATHEN: There are. 

MR. CHAIRMAN:     Next question. 

RICE SPOILT IN CENTRAL GODOWNS 

*238. SHRI DEOKINANDAN NA-
RAYAN: Will the Minister of FOOD 
AGRICULTURE, COMMUNITY DE-
VELOPMENT AND CO-OPERATION be 
pleased to state: 

(a) whether it is a fact that a large quantity 
of rice in the Central Government godowns at 
Manmad (Maharashtra)    was found spoilt in 
1965; 

(b) if so, what was the exact quantity of 
rice  spoilt; and 

(c) what were the causes for the same? 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF FOOD, AGRICULTURE, 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND CO-
OPERATION (SHRI P. GOVINDA 
MENON): (a) to (c) No rice was found spoilt 
in the Central Government godowns at Man-
mad during 1965. A quantity of about 8-4 
tonnes of rice was, however, received in this 
Depot during the year in spoilt condition. The 
damage had occurred during transit of this 
rice by rail. 

SHRI DEOKINANDAN NARAYAN: 
May I know at what stage it was discovered 
that so much rice was spoilt? 

SHRI P. GOVINDA MENON: This was 
discovered in 1965. 

SHRIMATI C. AMMANNA RAJA: May I 
ask, Sir, where exactly this rice got spoilt? 
Was it before the rice was collected or was it 
on the way? Generally, I understand there is a 
lot of time taken before they take the rice 
from the ship or from the harbour and they 
also sell it in the black-market. So I want to 
know whether the delay in collecting the rice 
caused the damage to the rice. 

SHRI P. GOVINDA MENON: In this case 
the information is that this was spoilt in 
transit. 

SHRIMATI C. AMMANNA RAJA: 
Transit from where? 

SHRI P. GOVINDA MENON: In the train. 

SHRI DEOKINANDAN NARAYAN: May 
I know if it is not a fact that this spoilt rice 
was sold in auction to certain merchants and it 
was found that really it was not spoilt but it 
was simply sold at a lower price to those 
merchants? It is also said that an investigation 
was ordered on the initiative of the Speaker of 
the Maharashtra State Assembly. Is that a 
fact? If so, may I know the result of that 
investigation? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: It is a small 
quantity of 8'4 tonnes. I do not think any 
manipulation could have taken place. Anyhow, 
since the hon. Member mentions about an 
investigation ordered by the Speaker of Maha-' 
rashtra   .   .   . 

SHRI DEOKINANDAN NARAYAN: At 
the initiative of the Maharashtra Assembly 
Speaker. 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Yes. Yes. I 
shall find out what are the facts. 

SHRIMATI TARA RAMCHANDRA 
SATHE: May I know, Sir, whether these are 
godowns that are built according to 
specifications, or are they 
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ready-made ones which the Government hired 
because they were available? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: They are 
Government built, according to specifications. 

 
SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: In 

transactions like these a small quantity of 8-4 
tonnes spoilt during traisit, I think, should be 
considered normal. I may add for the 
information of the hon. Member that during 
1964-65 the storage loss has been reduced to -
2 per cent, which is really a significant figure. 

SHRI DEOKINANDAN NARAYAN: If 
this spoilt rice was sold, may I know how it 
was sold and to whom it was sold? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Generally it 
is auctioned and when it is not fit for human 
consumption steps are also taken to ensure 
that it is not sold as foodgrain but is used for 
starch-making and other commercial 
purposes. 

 

 
†[RESEAHCH ON DISEASES    OF   MANGO 

TREES 

*239. SHRI V. M. CHORDIA: Will the 
Minister of FOOD, AGRICULTURE, 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND CO-
OPERATION be pleased to refer to the reply 
given to Starred Question No. 578 in the 
Rajya Sabha on the 14th December, 1964 
wherein it has been stated that studies were 
under way for controlling the disease of 
withering of flowers growing on mango trees 
in the Indian Agricultural Research Institute 
located at Saharanpur and Delhi and «tate: 

(a) when the said studies were undertaken; 
and 

(b) what were the results of the studies] 

THE DEPUTY MINISTER IN THE 
MINISTRY OF FOOD, AGRICULTURE, 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND CO-
OPERATION (SHRI ANNASAHIB 
SHINDE): (a) The studies were undertaken in 
June 1962. The studies at Saharanpur have, 
however, since been discontinued as it was 
found that some items of fundamental 
research had to be undertaken for which the 
laboratory facilities and scientific personnel 
available were not considered adequate. A 
revised sche-me which is more 
comprehensive, is under consideration for 
implementation at the Indian Agricultural Re-
search Institute, New Delhi. 

†[ ]   English  translation. 


